There is no Prez Sez this month. Doug Vice has been ill.
We all wish him well!
Meetings Minutes

Mike O’Kane

Tribute to John Hoppe
Modelers Corner
RTL Fastners
Events

R. Geertson
Common Questions

The October General Membership meeting will be held at the Club Field on Saturday Oct. 10th at 9:00am. Watch the WEB
page for any changes. Flying is closed during the meeting. Masks are required by Yolo
County and social distancing will be
observed.
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General Members Meeting
September 12, 2020
Meeting location Burgdorph Henson Field

Board Members present: Randy Sizemore, John Eaton, Mike O’Kane, Chris Dellinger, Jeff Lovitt and Keith
Young.
Meeting called to order by Randy Sizemore.
Last month’s Board minutes reviewed, motion for approval, 2 nd, and unanimous vote to pass.
7 General members are present.
Recognition of guests and new members, Ron Smith as a new member.
Officer reports:
President: Not present
Vice President: Comments throughout the meeting
Treasurer: John reports income of $290.00 expenses of $753.00, checking account balance of $1570.00,
savings is $2,162.00.
Secretary: Comments will be made at a later time in the meeting
Chair Reports:
Membership: John reports there are approximately 99 memberships issued to date.
Safety Chair: Covid-19 concerns were discussed, masks and distance separation needs to be maintained.
Field Chair: Art Williams is present, there is a need of help with Thursday mowing. Please consider reaching out to Art.
News Letter: Rich Geertson is always looking for any article you care to see published pleases send to
Rich’s attention and mention the article is for inclusion in the NEWS Letter. Share your past or current
build with the Club.
Points Chair: John Stein has the point tally current as of this meeting.
WEB Page: Kerry has the WEB current
New Business: The gate at the levy road that was installed by the adjacent property owner has been removed at the present time. The Board is reaching out to the owner to work out an acceptable method of
security to his property and WDA membership access to the field.
Access to the field could be interrupted at any time, reach out to Board members listed on the NEWS Letter if you have questions.
Membership Fees: A motion was made to eliminate the Points Dues for the 2021 season based on financial stress to the membership due to Covid-19. Consideration for donations are being asked for by those
who can afford the fee. Motion was discussed, 2nd was made. Vote to approve was unanimous.
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Old Business:
Snack Shack shade structure rework is completed. Item is closed.
Woodland Christian after school STEP program.
This project has been postponed until fall
Item open
Salvaged Sun room parts
Item has been scheduled for disposal
Item is open
Copious model plans (container/plans)
The Club intent is to categorize the plans and preserve the vintage
model plans.
Item is open
Fencing
Back ground. Pilot fence modifies to 34” height, rework completed. Item closed
Randy has the Club Float Fly retrieval boat at his house and is planning to return the boat to the Field.
Plans are underway to make storage room for the boat in a Conex. Item is open
John Hoppe’s Plaque has been ordered, lead time is approx. 6-8 weeks
Next General meeting will be held at the Field on Saturday, October 10th at 0900.
Show and tell:
None
Set aside Saturday the 10th and come out to the meeting, bring an aircraft to fly and enjoy the field. The
meeting is over well before any heat sets in so plenty of time to get in a few flight, there is plenty of shade
in the pit area.
Meeting adjourned.

Please join us after the October meeting for a
tribute to John Hoppe
Ben Ponzo, Monty Welch, Mike Cerati, and Sheldon Berkowitz
purchased a bench and a plaque to honor the memory of
John Hoppe.
John’s widow will be present and bagpipes will accompany the
presentation. This dedication will be held on Oct. 10th immediately following the club meeting—approx. 11:30am and there will
be a lunch for everyone who attends.
Michael Cerati, Sheldon Berkowitz, Ben Ponzo and Monty are in
the process of selling Johns airplanes and equipment. There will
be a garage sale in the near future at Johns address, a
notification will be sent out to all the members
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In this day and age of plug-n-play models, actually BUILDING
something seems “so 20th century…”
And if building a wood kit is farfetched, just imagine how crazy and antiquated it is to build a model from
plans!! Well, believe it or not, building from plans isn’t as difficult as you
might think. Personally, IF there is a decent kit available for a particular aircraft I fancy, I will default to the kit every time… but sometimes, there is no
kit. Fact is, the numbers of available model aircraft kits has dwindled drastically over the past 20 years, owing to a lack of interest in the hobby combined with the availability of so many almost ready to fly aircraft. For those
who still enjoy building, this is a reality of the hobby. IF, like me, you have
accumulated plans over the years, anticipating this day might come, perhaps it’s time to dust them off and try building from them?! We often refer
to this type of construction as “scratch building,” but to the purists, “building
from scratch” involves drawing your own plans. I have “plans-built” seven
models over the years, but never from my own plans. Pardon me if I occasionally slip-up and refer to cutting out all my own parts as “scratch building.”
The biggest difference between the plans that accompany a typical kit and those that are sold by themselves to guide the “plans builder,” are that the latter generally come with parts templates printed on them
along with the construction 3 views, and often include extra sheets printed only with parts templates. In the
past, I have gone to the trouble of tracing the parts templates from the plans, creating my own template
copies. However, I have found that once completing a model I rarely ever refer to the plans again and have
adopted the practice of cutting the plans apart and using the templates directly from the plans. Of course, I
leave construction 3 views intact so I can still use them as my guide to build the fuselage, wing and tail
sections. This cutting apart of the plans actually is beneficial when it comes time to tack them to my building board and build over top of them, since most plans are too large and cumbersome anyway. Unless
your building board is as wide as it is long, cutting them into narrower sections (wing, fuselage, empennage) enables much easier use. Granted, my method DOES pretty much render the plans “destroyed”
once the model is completed, but I have yet to find that saving them fully intact has much benefit. Ultimately it is up to you to decide if you want to go to the extra time and trouble of keeping the plans fully intact and tracing out all the parts. Even with parts templates provided, often there are parts of the structure
that you must locate and trace out to create a template. This comes with studying the plans carefully, combined with past experience.
And keep in mind, at one time, building from plans was “the norm.” For decades, the popular modeling
magazines all featured construction articles from plans. Despite the wide availability of kits, many modelers still chose to build from plans. This isn’t ‘rocket science’ and is well within the grasp of any modeler with
a few wood kits under his belt.
Another word of advice on plans building is that unless you have a large stash of balsa and light ply, be
prepared to spend some money on the necessary materials… and it hasn’t gotten cheaper over time.
You can acquire much of the needed materials at a local hobby shop, but buying individual sheets and other stock will quickly add up! I generally like to do my bulk buying from an outfit like Balsa USA and reserve
local wood purchases to the odds and ends. Buying building materials it quickly becomes evident that supporting the boutique kit makers not only provides you with a nice kit, but also saves you money!
If I haven’t scared you away from trying your hand at plans building, GREAT! And perhaps it’s just my personality, but completing a plans-built project (like completing a kit) has more to do with your passion for the
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model, and less about its complexity. My very first plans built model was a Nick Ziroli giant P-40. My next
was a quarter scale Gee Bee R2. While it would have made sense to start with something FAR simpler
than either one of these, I wouldn’t have been excited about just any old plans-built airplane… it HAD to be
a subject that REALLY grabbed my interest and held it for the duration! So, DON’T be afraid to build your
favorite aircraft from plans; your chances of finishing it are MUCH greater if it’s something that really floats
your boat!
Shown below are some fuselage bulkhead templates cut
directly from the plans. When cutting templates, you do
NOT have to worry about cutting perfectly along the outline. As a matter of fact, I suggest you do NOT cut them
right on the lines… leave a little extra. WHY? You’ll see…
3M 77 contact cement is sprayed lightly onto the backs of
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the templates. After it has a few minutes to set up, the templates are pressed onto the wood stock. Obviously you will want to strategically position the parts templates to make the best use of your wood, leaving
as little waste as possible. A scroll saw is used to cut out the parts—and again, NO NEED to cut perfectly
along every outline.. Just get CLOSE. The final shape is achieved using a belt sander (for ply) or sanding
block for soft balsa parts. The goal is to sand to where you actually SPLIT the width of the ink outline. After
achieving the perfect shape, REMOVE the paper template (this is why I said to apply the 3m 77 “lightly”).
You may be tempted to leave it on...after all, it has the part name right on it! Problem is, later during construction you do not want to create glue joints with a paper barrier! … Ask me how I know….?
While this process may seem tedious - and admittedly, some
of it is, especially when making several copies of the same
part - you may find it enjoyable. Just keep thinking about
how all this wood you are shaping into precision parts will
eventually FLY!
Within a few hours I was able to make 24 parts:
 9 fuselage formers
 10 nacelle parts
 2 wing and 2 stab doublers
 Wing mount
I would estimate that within one week the typical modeler can
create an entire “kit” from plans. The other advantage to this
is that YOU get to pick the quality, weight and density of the
wood used for every part. I am such a modeling miser, I have
been known to graft and laminate odd pieces together to create a large enough or thick enough piece to make a part. Hey,
as long as you use common sense and make good glue
joints, it IS an efficient way to utilize every scrap!
So… WHAT are these pieces ultimately going to create???
...Next month…
Rich Geertson
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Reprinted from October Model Aviation
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Reprinted from October Model Aviation
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WDA website

www.wdarc.org
Doug Vice
dougv69@gmail.com

Vice President

Randy Sizemore

Treasurer
(530) 681-5316

John Eaton
johneaton@sbcglobal.net

Secretary
(530) 796-4377

Mike O'Kane
micharlokane@gmail.com

Board members:
Doug Barton

(530) 662-6469
controlinedoug@aol.com

Chris Dellinger

(707) 446-9647
cdellin@sbcglobal.net

Keith Young

Jeff Lovitt

Danny Winters

(530) 848-3666
k_young52@yahoo.com
(530) 304-9502
jlovitt@sbcglobal.net
(916) 342-0679
win51@comcast.net

 John Eaton

(530) 681-5316
johneaton@sbcglobal.net
 Carlos Reyes (650) 243-8894
carsii@hotmail.com

Woodland Davis Aeromodelers
42875 County Rd. 29
Davis, CA

Jet Turbine Instructors
 OPEN
Membership
John Eaton

(530) 681-5316

goldeneramodel.com

Safety Officer
John Lett

(510) 853-1729

lettaviation@aol.com

 Keith Young (530) 848-3666

Helicopter Instructor (Only):

Field Maintenance
Art Williams
Points
Stein Buer

Multi-rotor Drones

(916) 850-9457

steinbuer@gmail.com

Newsletter Editor
Richard Geertson (707) 693-9537

geertson@sbcglobal.net

Web
Kerry Roberson

(661) 978-1992

flybaby1569@gmail.com

Club Advocacy
Lou Fox

(530) 753-9331

loujfox@yahoo.com

SNACK SHACK
Mike O’Kane

(530) 796-4377

micharlokane@gmail.com

 OPEN

Woodland/Davis Aeromodelers
c/o Richard geertson
800 collier dr.
dixon, CA 95620

President
(916) 949-8323

Flight instructors:
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